NOTES:

1. BACKGROUND FOR PUBLIC STREET NAME SIGNS AND BLOCK NUMBERS SHALL BE GREEN COLORED TYPE III OR TYPE IV HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC SHEETING, CONFORMING TO THE MOST RECENTLY ADOPTED VERSION AASTHO D14.

2. BACKGROUND FOR PRIVATE STREET NAME SIGNS AND BLOCK NUMBERS SHALL BE BLUE COLORED TYPE III OR TYPE IV HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC SHEETING, CONFORMING TO THE MOST RECENTLY ADOPTED VERSION AASTHO D14.

3. ALL LETTERING FOR SINGLE NAME STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL BE WHITE REFLECTIVE TYPE III OR TYPE IV HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC SHEETING. LETTERING FOR STREET NAMES SHALL BE 1/2" FOR THE INITIAL CAPITAL LETTER OF EACH WORD AND 1/8" LOWER CASE FOR ALL OTHER LETTERS. LETTERING FOR THE DIRECTIONAL PREFIX, SUFFIX AND BLOCK NUMBERS SHALL BE 1/4". FONT TYPE SHALL BE FHWA (HIGHWAY GOTHIC) SERIES C.

4. ALL LETTERING FOR DUAL NAME STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL BE WHITE REFLECTIVE TYPE III OR TYPE IV HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC SHEETING. LETTERING FOR STREET NAMES SHALL BE 1/2" FOR THE INITIAL CAPITAL LETTER OF EACH WORD AND 1/8" LOWER CASE FOR ALL OTHER LETTERS. LETTERING FOR THE DIRECTIONAL PREFIX, SUFFIX AND BLOCK NUMBERS SHALL BE 1/4". FONT TYPE SHALL BE FHWA (HIGHWAY GOTHIC) SERIES C.

5. SIGN BLANKS FOR MAST ARM MOUNTED STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL BE 0.125" THICK TEMPERED ALUMINUM ALLOY.
NOTES:

1. MAST ARM MOUNTED STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL BE FASTENED WITH A PELCO ACTION SIGN BRACKET ASSEMBLY #36-4800-10 IN Accordance WITH ITS INSTRUCTIONS.

2. SIGN BLANKS FOR MAST ARM MOUNTED STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL BE 0.125" THICK TEMPERED ALUMINUM ALLOY.

3. SEE ACHD SERIES TS-1117 FOR ADDITIONAL MAST ARM MOUNTED STREET NAME SIGN INSTALLATION GUIDELINES.

4. INSTALL STREET NAME SIGN A MINIMUM OF TWO (2) FEET TO THE RIGHT OF THE LIGHT-TEST MOUNTED SIGNAL HEAD OR MAST ARM MOUNTED SIGN. VARIATIONS MAY BE APPROVED BY THE ACHD TRAFFIC ENGINEER BASED ON SITE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS.
NOTE:
1. STREET NAME SIZE:
   MINIMUM SIZE: 6"x18"
   MAXIMUM SIZE: 12"x36"

2. BACKGROUND FOR PUBLIC ROAD STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL BE GREEN
   COLOR TYPE B OR TYPE 2 HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC SHEETING,
   CONFORMING TO THE MOST RECENTLY ADOPTED VERSION OF ASTM D4796.

3. BACKGROUND FOR PRIVATE ROAD STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL BE BLUE
   COLOR TYPE B OR TYPE 2 HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC SHEETING,
   CONFORMING TO THE MOST RECENTLY ADOPTED VERSION OF ASTM D4796.

4. ALL LETTERING FOR STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL BE WHITE COLOR TYPE B
   OR TYPE 2 HIGH INTENSITY PRISMATIC SHEETING, CONFORMING TO THE
   MOST RECENTLY ADOPTED VERSION OF ASTM D4796. FONT TYPE SHALL
   BE FROM ENGRAVE BOTROYD SERIES B.

5. SIGN HEIGHT FROM THE GROUND TO THE BOTTOM OF THE STREET SIGN
   SHALL BE 7'-0" (MIN).

STREET NAME SIGN
BACK TO BACK MOUNTING DETAIL